
NKU Agility Committee meeting minutes 

NKU/FCI-delegates 

 

February 8th, 2023 

 

Present at Teams-meeting: 

Thomas Thiesen, Norway 

Bonnik Berthelsen, Denmark 

Anders Virtanen, Finland 

Thomas Juréhn, Sweden, meeting minutes 

 

1. Introduction of delegates. All made a short presentation of themselves. Thomas T has been 
in this committee the longest and is also Vice President int the FCI Agility committee. Bonnik 
has been in the committee about two years, Anders around a year and Thomas J since last 
Friday. Three are agilityjudges, we all have dogs that we compete with. 
 

2. Committee leadership. It was decided that Thomas T will lead this committee until end of 
2024. Sweden then takes over for the next three years. After Sweden, in order: Denmark, 
Norway, Finland and Iceland. Writing note will change in the committee. 
 

3. Entry cost at NAC. It has been decided from the main board that in the budget, 50% of the 
cost should be covered by the entry fees. Also decided that max fee is 100 Euro. Therefore, 
this is the directives that will be given to the organizer each year. 
 

4. Reigning Large-champion. It was decided that the reigning large champion will have a free-
spot  in Intermediate at Nordic Championship 2023 as his dog is measured under 48 cm. 
 
 

5. Foreign judges for NAC in Denmark 2024. There is one national judge and one international 
at NAC. Bonnik will during coming week collect 5-6 proposals for the international judge. We 
will then ask which judge they would prefer. Latest week 8 we hope to have the international 
judge chosen – and hope that he/she is available. 
 

6. Physical meeting 2023. After some planning we plan to have this meeting in Helsinki 21st of 
October 2023. Anders will check hotels nearby the airport. 
 

NAC:  

2023 Finland, 2024 Denmark, 2025 Norway, 2026 Sweden 


